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Freedom With SAP On Microsoft Azure

SAP S/4 HANA on Azure is your own instance of SAP S/4 

HANA, on Microsoft’s Azure cloud platform. It allows users 

to access the platform anywhere, on any device without the 

need for local hardware, and with setup, access, backup and 

24/7 support rolled in.

Primary challenges Ideal solution Desired outcomes

It is challenging to scope and 

deliver a robust, scalable, and 

secure platform to host S/4 HANA, 

as it requires both SAP and 

Infrastructure expertise to get it 

right.

SAP and Microsoft expertise with 

Codestone, who can provide a fully-

managed, secure, and resilient 

Azure platform using our wealth of 

knowledge and 25+ year heritage.

Realise the benefits of:

- A resilient platform from any location

- Predictable costs

- Quicker and more reliable connections

- A more secure network

- Guaranteed uptime



How Can SAP S/4HANA Platform On Azure 

Help You?
Delivering SAP via Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD) results in a highly secure 

solution that presents the maximum flexibility for hybrid working while 

ensuring your valuable data is kept secure.

Turn CapEx into OpEx, and benefit from not having to 

own, power, maintain, and refresh your own hardware.

Say Goodbye to Physical Infrastructure

Achieve flexible access via application streaming or from 

any smart device with a modern browser. You'll be able 

to display full SAP application in any HTML5 browser tab.

Flexible Access Supporting Hybrid Working

Robust back up and disaster/recovery capabilities, 

advanced networking, and Security built-in as 

standard, results in an enterprise-level platform.

Harness the Full Power of Azure



Codestone + Azure + SAP 
S/4HANA Platform

Regardless of location, whether at 

the coffee shop, at home or in the 

office, your hybrid workforce can 

access this solution from anywhere, 

securely.

Always Hybrid

Codestone is SAP’s multi-award winning & number one 

partner in EMEA North. It is highly experienced across 

multiple industry sectors, delivering rapid implementation 

projects alongside complex international rollouts.

Use Microsoft Azure to suit your 

needs with a scalable strategic 

solution. It can also be easily 

scaled up or down depending 

on demand.

Easy To Scale & Upgrade

Codestone offers a 24x7x365 

fully managed and supported, 

UK-based, scalable platform for 

your SAP application.

Fully Supported



Customer Success: Tristel Builds A Global 

Business Using SAP On Azure 

Tristel’s growth led to increasing challenges when onboarding new entities 

to its on-premise infrastructure, which was reaching capacity. Coupled 

with the decreasing costs of cloud provisioning, it made sense to look at 

other options to best serve its regions from a technology perspective. 

The move to Azure supports 

Tristel’s global expansion, 

giving internal entities a 

reliable and consistent 

access to the robust cloud 

platform, while enabling 

new offices to be 

onboarded with ease.

Global Expansion 

Support

Tristel benefits from 

predictable costs for its 

global cloud environment, 

without having to worry 

about unexpected issues, 

making cost control much 

easier to manage and 

forecast.

Costs & Usage Insight

Security and networking are 

improved, providing 

increased stability and 

99.9% guaranteed uptime. 

As the connection speeds 

are quicker and more 

reliable, users have a much 

better experience.

Security & Uptime



Ask a question via email: enquiries@codestone.com

Learn more

Work Better With Microsoft 

Azure and SAP S/4 HANA

mailto:enquiries@codestone.com
https://www.codestone.net/
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